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The Corporate Funding of Islamophobia, A Multimillion Dollar Operation in Support of Donald
Trump

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 21 2016

Inciting hate towards Muslims has become a multimillion-dollar endeavor, supported by
neocon  corporate  foundations,  according  to  The  Guardian  quoting  a  recent  report  by
the  Council  on  American-Islamic  Relations  (CAIR)  and  the  University  of  California  at
Berkeley’ Center for Race and…

A Clinton Presidency: Humanity’s Worst Nightmare. Hillary’s “Rage for War”

By Stephen Lendman, June 21 2016

Since Soviet Russia’s 1991 dissolution, successive US administrations governed increasingly
lawlessly and recklessly – Bill Clinton worse than his predecessors, Bush worse than him,
Obama worst of all, at war with multiple invented enemies throughout his tenure – from
inaugural…

Migrant Crisis Fueled by Libya War

By Abayomi Azikiwe, June 21 2016

Battle  for  Sirte  and  continuing  division  prompts  imperialist  rationale  for  further
intervention Fighting for control of the western coastal city of Sirte, Libya has resulted in the
fleeing of more people from this embattled North African state which five years…

Immigrants Imprisoned to Boost US Prison-Corporation Profits
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By Eric Zuesse, June 21 2016

93% of the people who are locked up in the U.S. in order to meet the minimum legal
requirements for the number of people who must be locked up on possible violations of U.S.
immigration laws, are locked in for-profit…

If You Value Life, Wake Up! Great Danger: US-NATO Missiles Threatening Russia

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, June 21 2016

Putin: “We Know and they Know that we Know…People do not Understand how Dangerous
the Situation Really Is” (quoted  by Global Research) Do you remember how close we came
to Armageddon in the early 1960s when Washington put nuclear missiles…
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